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Wave polarization contains valuable information for electromagnetic signal processing; thus, the ability to
manipulate it, can be extremely useful in modeling photonic devices. In this work, we propose designs
comprised of one of the emerging and interesting two-dimensional media: Black Phosphorus. Due to
substantial in-plane anisotropy, a single slab of Black Phosphorus can be very efficient for controlling the
polarization state of electromagnetic waves. We investigate Black Phosphorus slabs that filter the fields
along one direction, or achieve polarization axis rotation, or convert linear polarization to circular. These
slabs can be employed as components in numerous mid-IR integrated structures.

The polarization of electromagnetic plane waves is a
feature which contains valuable information for the car-
ried signal and thus directly pertains to the operation and
performance of electronic and photonic devices. Since
any field distribution can be expressed as Fourier spa-
tial integrals of plane waves, the direction of electric
and magnetic field as a function of time is a crucial
characteristic regardless of the source. Most electro-
magnetic structures and applications are polarization-
sensitive, including directional couplers of Surface Plas-
mon Polaritons1, beam steering gratings2, optical con-
trolling of magnetic media3, extreme events in optical
disorder systems4 and bent radiation from gradient in-
dex lens networks5 or plasmonic nanoantennas6. Fur-
thermore, several electrodynamic devices work only for
waves of specific polarization type such as asymmetric
transmitters of linearly polarized light7, fully controllable
composite metascreens8, all-angle ultra-violet lenses op-
erating with circular polarization9 and non-linear semi-
conducting heterostructures10.

Given the importance of the polarization of light, it is
worthwhile to explore devices which can convert it from
one type to another (linear, circular, elliptical). During
the last decade, several designs have been presented cov-
ering the whole operational frequency range from broad-
band THz converters11 and chiral structures achieving
diffraction-based polarization tilts12 to microwave polar-
ization rotators13. The most common way to fabricate
such designs is to use the metamaterial paradigm: a
huge number of electrically tiny particles are distributed,
usually homogeneously, into a volume in order to cre-
ate the desired electromagnetic regime and the neces-
sary directional selectivity to affect the polarization of
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electromagnetic waves14. In the same spirit, one can
construct metasurfaces by distributing the unit cells on
a surface boundary (instead of a volume domain) pro-
viding multi-beam reflections with independent control
of polarizations15, enhanced asymmetric transmission16,
or conversion of circularly polarized light into its cross-
polarized counterpart17.

Instead of employing artificial structures, like the
aforementioned ones, it would be very interesting to use
actual media which can perform similar polarization ro-
tations and manipulations. The most suitable materials
that can serve such a purpose are the two-dimensional
(2D) media which offer unique possibilities both in terms
of model designing and prototype fabrication. Begin-
ning from graphene18 which revealed fascinating proper-
ties useful in multiple applications, other 2D media such
as Molybdenium Sulfide (MoS2)19 can be combined with
graphene to form integrated wave-steering components20.
Hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) is also used as a key 2D
medium21 together with other crystals22,23 to properly
tailor the monolayers in the quest of unprecedented elec-
tromagnetic properties. As far as manipulating the po-
larization of waves is concerned, which constitutes the
primary aim of this study, Black Phosphorus (BP) is
the most befitting two-dimensional medium due to its
substantial in-plane anisotropy24–26. BP has been ex-
tensively studied in terms of its electrostatic screening
properties27 and its response to external strain of the
epitaxial lattice28.

In this work, we use a stack of BP monolayers, forming
a planar finite-thickness BP film, which is illuminated by
a normally incident plane wave of arbitrary linear po-
larization. We confine our research to mid-infrared (IR)
frequencies (ω = 100π–240π THz) for which we deter-
mine the dielectric function of BP from ab-initio calcula-
tions. Based on this information, we notice the contrast
between the permittivities along the two directions par-
allel to the monolayers. This allows us to determine the
thickness of the film slab at specific operational frequen-
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cies so that efficient filtering of one of the two electric
components is achieved. We also obtain the optimal con-
figurations, concerning the tilt of the polarization direc-
tion and the conversion of the incident linear polarization
to quasi-circular (elliptical with small eccentricity). The
proposed designs form the basis for experimental efforts
in fabricating polarization-based signal processing com-
ponents for terahertz applications.

BP comprises atoms of Phosphorus (P) located in
the three-dimensional space so that an extremely thin
though metastable layer can be exfoliated and exist as
a two-dimensional structure. Once this lattice of elec-
trically neutral atoms is placed into a background elec-
tric field E, the atoms are polarized, and by exerting
forces and torques to each other, twist the atomic lat-
tice. This macroscopic displacement of charges creates
a polarization field, which is proportional to the back-
ground one29, written as: ([ε]− I) · E, where I is the
3× 3 identity matrix and [ε] is the relative effective per-
mittivity tensor. In the case of bulk BP, [ε] takes the
diagonal form [ε] = diag(εx, εy, εz) containing the ax-
ial permittivities. The ab-initio estimation of the com-
plex parameters (εx, εy, εz) for a field time-dependence of
the form exp(−iωt), is made by suitably evaluating the
interaction between ionic cores and valence electrons in
minimal-energy stable configurations with specific loca-
tions for the P atoms. Weak van der Waals interactions
permit 2D materials, such as BP, to form bulk media
by stacking multiple layers on top of each other, with
optical properties20,30,31 substantially different from the
behavior of a single layer.

We carried out the first-principles density functional
(DFT) calculations using the Quantum ESPRESSO
package32, with plane-wave basis sets and norm-
conserving pseudopotentials33 representing the interac-
tion between the ionic cores and valence electrons. The
exchange-correlation energy of the electrons is treated
within the Generalized Gradient Approximated (GGA)
functional of Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP)34,35. For the
plane-wave basis we use an energy cutoff of 70 Ry for the
wavefunctions and 280 Ry for the charge density. Struc-
tures were determined through minimization of the en-
ergy until the Hellmann-Feynman forces on each atom
were smaller in magnitude than 0.03 eV/Å. The semi-
empirical Grimme’s DFT-D2 functional36 was employed
to include the van der Waals interactions between the
layers. The Brillouin zone integrations were carried over
12 × 9 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack37 set of k-points for struc-
tural relaxation, while a denser 20×15×6 uniform set of
k-points was used in calculating the dielectric function.

The lattice constants a, b, c (along x, y, z axes corre-
spondingly) of bulk BP after relaxation were found to
be 3.36 Å, 4.68 Å and 11.21 Å, respectively. The cor-
responding errors in comparison with experimental val-
ues are 1.5%, 7.0% and 7.0% higher than usual DFT
calculations, since GGA functionals do not accurately
describe the electronic properties and the structure of
bulk BP38. Other functionals, such as Heyd-Scuseria-

Ernzerhof (HSE06), are very computationally expensive
for the determination of dielectric function, so we re-
sorted to using the atomic and electronic structure de-
termined utilizing the BLYP functional which at least
gives a finite band gap.

In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), we show the variations of
the real and imaginary parts of the in-plane (transver-
sal) relative dielectric function (directions on the xy
plane) with respect to THz frequencies into the range
50 THz < ω/(2π) < 120 THz. The substantial in-plane
anisotropy of BP layers is evident since both real and
imaginary parts of (εx, εy) differ from each other. Most
importantly, εx is almost lossless compared to εy as rep-
resented in the logarithmic scale of Fig. 1(b). The step
discontinuities in the curves are due to the finite number
of ab-initio calculations (numerical meshing) and do not
affect the validity of the presented results. In Fig. 1(c),
we depict a schema for the BP crystal and notice that
the low-loss behavior (x axis) occurs along the so-called
“zigzag” direction, contrary to the very lossy one (y axis)
appearing along the “armchair” direction of the atomic
lattice. In the same Fig. 1(c), one can observe the or-
thorhombic unit cell of BP with dimensions a, b and c as
defined above.
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FIG. 1. The: (a) real and (b) imaginary part of the com-
plex dielectric function of bulk BP for a continuous frequency
spectrum 50 THz < ω/(2π) < 120 THz. Ab-initio values are
illustrated for εx (blue) and εy (red). (c) The BP atomic
crystal together with the employed Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem (x, y, z) and an orthorhombic unit cell of BP. (d) A BP
slab of thickness D is built by stacking of BP monolayers.
The slab is excited by a normally incident plane wave with
arbitrary polarization angle θ. (Einc,Hinc) stand for the in-
cident electromagnetic field components and (Etrans,Htrans)
the transmitted field. The reflected field is not shown for
brevity.

The used permittivities (εx, εy) are not taken depen-
dent on the thickness D because for slabs thicker than
some nanometers (a few dozens of monolayers), the di-
electric function converges to a specific value (bulk BP).
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The same happens for other 2D materials like MoS2 and
hBN30,39. Since in the present work we focus on effects
occurred for large D > 1000 nm, namely to more than
2000 BP layers (the thickness of a BP monolayer is about
5 Å), there is no substantial need for employing thickness-
dependent BP permittivity. Our static dielectric con-
stants are in agreement with experimental results40. Fur-
thermore, theoretical formulations41 verify the relation-
ship between different directions shown in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b) even though they underestimate the experimental
static dielectric constant.

We consider the simplest possible configuration com-
prised by a rectangular volume of BP, fabricated by
stacking many single layers one upon the other to ac-
quire a finite thickness D as shown in Fig. 1(d). To
examine what kind of wave manipulations are possible
by such a free standing BP film, due to the in-plane ef-
fective anisotropy of this medium, we excite it by an elec-
tromagnetic wave having both x and y electric compo-
nents. In particular, the incident electric field in vacuum
having wavenumber k0 = ω/c is linearly polarized, and
propagates normally to the air-BP interface. Hence, it
is written in the form: Einc = E0 (cos θ x̂ + sin θ ŷ) eik0z

where E0 > 0 is the amplitude measured in V/m. The
transmitted wave propagates into vacuum from the other
side of the BP layer, with an electric field given by:
Etrans = E0 (Txx̂ + Tyŷ) eik0z. The transmission coef-
ficients (Tx, Ty) are found after applying the boundary
conditions across the front (z = −D) and rear (z = 0)
interfaces between vacuum and BP, as follows:

Tx =
4 e−ik0D

√
εx cos θ

e−ik0D
√
εx
(√
εx + 1

)2 − eik0D√εx (√εx − 1
)2 ,

(1)

Ty =
4 e−ik0D

√
εy sin θ

e−ik0D
√
εy
(√
εy + 1

)2 − eik0D√εy (√εy − 1
)2 . (2)

The complex numbers (Tx, Ty) determine the character-
istics of the output (transmitted) beam. A wave with
such amplitudes would be elliptically polarized of ellipse
eccentricity eT , which is tilted29 by ∆θ from the initial di-
rection of the incidence angle θ. Expressing the transmis-
sion coefficients in polar form, Ts = |Ts|eiφs with s = x
or y, the eccentricity of the elliptical polarization of the
transmission reads29:

eT =

√
2g (Tx, Ty,∆φ)

(|Tx|2 + |Ty|2)
2

+ g (Tx, Ty,∆φ)
, (3)

where g is an auxiliary function given by:

g(Tx, Ty,∆φ) = |TxTy|

√
|Tx|2
|Ty|2

+
|Ty|2
|Tx|2

+ 2 cos(2∆φ)

(4)
and ∆φ = φx − φy. |∆θ| is computed numerically to
avoid ambiguities between supplementary arcs.

In the following, we explore designs of the BP slab
which manipulate in an interesting way the incoming ra-
diation to produce a transmitted ray characterized by
three parameters: (PT , eT , |∆θ|), where PT = |Tx|2 +
|Ty|2 is the carried power (as a fraction of the inci-
dent power) per m2. We consider the frequency range
50 THz < ω/(2π) < 120 THz, and a physical length for
the slab that is comprised of numerous BP monolayers
but simultaneously kept below a free-space wavelength:
1 µm < D < 3 µm, and examine the EM propagation un-
der every possible linear polarization angle 0 < θ < 180o.
Our analysis concerns much higher frequencies than sim-
ilar works42, where the reported effects are demonstrated
in the vicinity of 10 THz.

FIG. 2. The variation of the magnitude of the reduced
transmission coefficients |Tx|/| cos θ| (black) and |Ty|/| sin θ|
(green) with respect to the thickness D of the BP slab for:
(a) ω = 100π THz, (b) ω = 240π THz.

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) shows the large contrast between
the permittivity losses along the two in-plane axes of bulk
BP. This sizeable difference reveals a potential use of BP
layers as a filter for one of the two electrical components:
the one parallel to the y axis. The variation of the trans-
mission magnitude |Tx/ cos θ| and |Ty/ sin θ|, as function
of the slab thickness, for the lowest (ω = 100π THz)
and highest (ω = 240π THz) frequencies used in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b), are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respec-
tively. These quantities do not depend on polarization
angle θ as indicated by (1), (2). The magnitude of the
transmission coefficient |Tx/ cos θ| which accounts for the
direction with small losses of the corresponding permit-
tivity εx, is oscillating with respect to D; this behavior
is referred to as Fabry-Perot resonance43.

This is not the case for the transmission coefficient
of the other direction (electric field parallel to y axis),
especially for higher frequencies GIVING more significant
losses. For higher frequencies (Fig. 2(b)), where Im[εy]
is larger, the quantity |Ty/ sin θ| gets attenuated and this
damping effect is more substantial for thicker samples D.
The largest used frequencies (namely close to ω = 240π
THz) result in the highest losses Im[εy] and selecting the
right value of D can lead to a maximum |Tx|. This value
is indicated with a dashed red line in Fig. 2(b). For such
a configuration, a BP slab is expected to filter out the y
electric component of the incident radiation.

In Figs. 3 with the observer located at a fixed (x, y)
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FIG. 3. The patterns sketched by the tips of the electric field
vectors, Einc (red), Etrans (blue). The output power is given
by PT as a fraction of input power, the eccentricity of the out-
put field by is given by eT , and the tilting angle is shown in
degrees. Results are represented for various incidence polar-
ization angles θ: (a) θ = 10o, (b) θ = 30o, (c) θ = 50o and (d)
θ = 70o. Plot parameters: ω = 240π THz, D=2968 nm. (e)
Large polarization axis rotation for θ = 25o, ω = 148π THz
and D = 2685 nm. (f) Conversion of linear to quasi-circular
polarization for θ = 49o, ω = 100π THz and D = 1492 nm.

intersecting plane and normal to the z direction of prop-
agation, we show the shape described by the tip of the
electric field vectors, incident Einc (red) and transmitted
Etrans (blue), as well as the major polarization direction
of the output field (dashed line). In Fig. 3(a), where
we consider an incidence polarization angle θ = 10o, the
output signal is x-polarized and the magnitude of the
component Tx is very close to the corresponding projec-
tion (cos θ) of its incident counterpart. In Fig. 3(b),
where we use plane-wave excitation with θ = 30o, the y
electric component of the incident field gets substantially
suppressed. When larger polarization angles θ are con-
sidered in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d), the transmission field be-
comes progressively more elliptically polarized, describ-
ing ellipses of smaller eccentricity. This is attributed to
the fact that the (preserved) x component of Einc be-
comes smaller and thus comparable with the remainder
of the y component which survives the filtering; thus, |Ty|
is no longer negligible compared to |Tx| and eT diverges
from unity. Note that the cancellation of the y com-
ponent is imperfect since |Ty| cannot be zero through a
lossy homogeneous medium. Similarly, for the x compo-
nent we have |Tx| < cos θ, meaning that a small part of
the x-directed field power is converted into thermal form
due to the low but nonzero Im[εx].

Another potential operation of the BP slab is tilting

of the polarization direction of the incident field by a
desired angle. This effect, can be characterized as non-
magnetic Faraday rotation44 and is used in designing iso-
lators which prevent the multiple propagation of signals,
as well as modulators, where the information is hidden in
the tilt polarization angle of the output. Note that the
term “Faraday rotation” is used mainly for structures
with magnetic bias which gives non-reciprocal properties
to the system, unlike the structure investigated in the
present study. To find combinations of the structural
parameters which lead to maximal polarization rotation,
we perform a greedy optimization with respect to θ, D
and ω. We demand the output power PT to stay above a
minimum value Pmin and the eccentricity eT to be larger
than a minimum value emin. In this way, our search is
confined to output plane waves with strong amplitudes
(otherwise any manipulation would concern a tiny por-
tion of the input signal) and as-linear-as-possible polar-
ization (since one cannot define meaningfully polariza-
tion tilt in quasi-circularly polarized waves). Within this
set of transmission signals, we select those with high tilt
angles |∆θ|.

In Fig. 3(e), we show the loci of the moving tip of Einc

and Etrans vectors with time, for a large tilt |∆θ| = 31o

concerning the PT = 75% of the incident power. The po-
larization of the transmitted field is elliptical as expected,
but the eccentricity eT is high. Tilts of similar or even
smaller angles have been reported in magnetically-biased
devices44,45. Note that if a biaxially anisotropic structure
is illuminated normally with a plane wave whose electric
field is parallel to one of its two axes (θ = 0o, 90o), the
output (reflected or transmitted) would have exactly the
same polarization and thus ∆θ = 0; therefore, a sweep
with respect to angle θ is essential.

In the same spirit, we can optimize our simple struc-
ture in order to create a polarization transformer from
the linear incidence to an almost circular transmission.
Again, we keep the power carried by Etrans above a de-
sired threshold, PT > Pmin, to avoid substantial reflec-
tions. On the contrary, the eccentricity of the polar-
ization ellipse of transmitted field is now kept below a
maximum value, eT < emax, since we aim at less oblate
ellipses. In Fig. 3(f), we show the input and output of
a structure which achieves a relatively good conversion
from a linearly polarized incident signal to a transmit-
ted field with quasi-circular transmission concerning the
PT = 58% of the incident power. The same design can
work inversely, namely as a circular-to-linear converter,
since the structure is reciprocal (no external magnetic
bias).

In conclusion, we have provided evidence of how a slab
of BP can be used effectively to manipulate the properties
of incident polarization. The transmitted portion can
have polarization significantly and controllably different
than the incident component. This level of control of
the polarization states of light is an important utility to
be exploited in the modeling and design of ultra-efficient
components and modules, in the context of a wide range
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